Unlocking the Renewable Energy Procurement Conundrum

Deloitte’s framework for evaluating and selecting a renewable energy procurement option

Renewable energy procurement – Activities

The Renewable Energy Procurement Framework

Renewable energy procurement is increasingly becoming an essential part of a corporate’s energy strategy. For energy users pursuing carbon abatement and net zero targets, it entails a comprehensive analysis of their current and future energy demand, evaluating long-term renewable energy procurement options to mitigate their exposure to wholesale market prices through retail contracts and unlocking value from renewable solutions. A summary of key activities and considerations for managing a renewable energy procurement program are shown below:

1. Objective Setting
   Alignment to the Corporate Energy Policy
   A corporate energy strategy or energy policy helps monitor company-wide energy use, prioritises capital allocations and set efficiency benchmarks. The energy procurement approach needs to be tailored to energy policy based on operational needs, emission reduction priorities and local regulations.

2. Analysis
   Understanding the Energy Demand
   Implementing a new energy strategy, especially one involving on-site and/or off-site options, requires careful review of current and future demand. The energy procurement approach facilitates product selection that meets the shape and volume requirements of a business in a cost efficient and sustainable manner.

3. Selection
   Evaluating the Energy Procurements Options
   Determining the suitable options for a business will involve a combination of decision-making factors including its energy load, emissions reduction targets, electricity and fuel (diesel, gas) costs, securing future energy needs, government incentives, financial capacity and investment priorities.

4. Communication
   Stakeholder Engagement and Collaborations
   For an energy procurement design and implementation, effective engagement and collaboration with internal and external stakeholders is necessary to communicate their roles and expectations. This includes investors, government, regulators, market operators and customers.

5. Reporting
   Monitoring and reporting Energy Performance
   The energy procurement framework will need to be linked to processes set up for environmental reporting, energy use monitoring, risk management and incorporate lessons learnt from operating challenges to improve the future procurement planning process.
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Renewable energy procurement – Criteria

Key Criteria for Energy Procurement
Deloitte is of the view that businesses will need to utilise a combination of energy procurement models in the future to accelerate emission reductions as energy markets transform and cost competitive solutions emerge. Deloitte illustrates the key criteria that can be applied for selection of energy procurement models suited to businesses in the below figure. The criteria can be broadly classified under three factors as below:

1. Access to infrastructure
   - Use of suitable land and/or roofs for large energy installations (solar PV, battery)
   - Existing network infrastructure that is leveraged to establish grid connection and minimise grid connection costs

2. Availability of funds
   - Internal and external source of capital

3. Energy Demand
   - Cumulative or individual site loads (current and future)

Key Criteria applied to select an Energy Procurement option that integrates into the core business strategy

- Ability to allocate significant capital to build long-term energy assets to secure energy supply to the core business
- Tactically, capital is deployed to:
  - Build renewable assets, upgrade or replace existing energy infrastructure including fossil fuel assets to reduce emissions and mitigate risks of technology obsolescence
- Strategically, companies:
  - Reflect on energy as a business unit to generate a return on investment
  - Deliver cost competitiveness to core product

- Tactical components:
  - Developing plans for energy efficiency and energy cost savings
- Strategic Components:
  - Load shifting to avoid exposure to peak prices and making use of demand response incentives
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Renewable energy procurement – Options

Applying Key Criteria to Energy Procurement Options

The energy procurement models that we see increasingly being utilised across numerous industries, universities and government entities in relation to the key criteria are:

A. Rooftop (on-site) PPA or Build, Own, Operate
B. Retail Green Power or Renewable Energy Buyers Group PPA
C. Build, own, operate large scale on-site PV
D. Corporate PPA (Off-site) and Retail facilitated PPA

Key criteria 1 and 2 have been grouped together for ease of representation. It is assumed that emissions intensity is directly proportional to the energy load.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy Load (GWh/annum)</th>
<th>Availability of infrastructure and funding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Rooftop PPA or BOO (Build, Own, Operate)</td>
<td>Typically seen in rooftop or ground mounted PV and off-grid solar. Onsite BOO model or PPA model for whole of life or option to extend or transfer asset ownership beyond initial PPA term. Suitable for on-site or off-site operations with third party O&amp;M. Examples – Sandfire Resources (De Grussa), South32, QIC, Defence (Darwin), Amazon, Coles, Aldi, Woolworths, airports – MEL, BNE, ADL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Retail Green Power or Renewable Energy Buyers Group PPA</td>
<td>Accredited Green Power offered by most retailers and other providers, a government managed scheme available for any loads greater than 160MWh per annum. LGC purchase option facilitated by a third party. RE Buyer Groups have been formed to meet energy procurement needs in states like VIC and NSW. Buyers Group PPA suitable for individual loads, 5-50GWh p.a. Examples - MREP, Victorian Governments Buying Group, SSROC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Build, Own, Operate large scale PV for own use</td>
<td>Dedicated renewable plants purpose built to cater to large commercial and industrial assets with sizeable load. Build and own PV and storage plants and operated under a third-party O&amp;M contract. Suitable for individual loads greater than 50GWh p.a. Examples – Sun Metals, University of Queensland, Shell, Chevron, GFG Alliance, Rio Tinto, Fortescue, Oz Minerals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Corporate PPA (Off-site) and Retail facilitated PPA</td>
<td>Large cumulative or individual loads underpin virtual PPAs. Retail facilitated PPA for individual loads greater than 20GWh p.a. and offshore PPA cumulative loads greater than 100GWh p.a. Most common procurement model involving large-scale wind and solar PV projects. Examples – ANZ, Amazon 1&amp;2, Aldi, Coles, Westpac, Comm Bank, Lion &amp; AHA, Kellogg's, Bluescope, Mars, AB InBev, Orora, UNSW, Nectar Farms, Telstra and Flowpower PPAs with Olam, Sydney Opera House, ANCA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To proceed with an energy procurement option, we recommend an early market sounding to compare the possible options for commercial viability and test assumptions with market driven insights. This includes comparison between onsite and off-site PPAs for benefits and risks. Consider flexible options within existing retail contracts to meet balance of power requirements and as a risk mitigation option for consistency and reliability of supply. Align with corporate procurement and risk management policies, regulatory norms and benchmark against peer practices in the industry.
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Renewable energy procurement – Power purchase agreements

Deloitte’s Evaluation Framework for Renewable Energy PPAs
Extensive preparation is required to undertake a renewable procurement process and involves substantial data provisioning to proponents to facilitate preparation of offers. Further, detailed assessment of technical and commercial inputs from the proponents is needed to analyse, compare and select suitable PPA offers.

PRICING AND TERM
Renewable PPA prices are linked to the scale of contracted volume, PPA term, location and capacity factors of the project. Corporate PPAs are seen to be ranging in tenures between 7 to 15 years and even longer terms are more common in on-site PPAs.

RISK MANAGEMENT
PPA is a long-term contract, a thorough risk assessment is needed to identify key risks pertaining to the project, the counterparty and develop appropriate mitigation strategies.

NETWORK CONSIDERATIONS
For an off-site PPA, there are risks attached to the network strength in the region and has significant impacts on the development, construction and operation of a renewable project.

DESIGN CONDITIONS
Minimum performance standards incorporated in the PPA contract and the allocation of operating performance risks to the renewable plant owner.

CONTRACTED VOLUMES
Onsite and off-site PPA vary significantly in terms of contracted volumes as on-site PPAs are assets are built to dedicated loads while off-site PPA are usually not purpose built to a specific customer or load.

RETAIL DEPENDENCY
Existing retail service arrangements for supply of reliable power continue to exist for the whole of customer demand for off-site and retail facilitated PPAs. For on-site PPAs, retail provides firming or balance of power outside of renewable supply.

ENVIRONMENTAL OBLIGATIONS
Renewable PPA offer environmental credits that can be bundled into the PPAs as green certificates in the form of STC or LGC’s at an additional price.

SELECT CASE STUDIES

Large Global Mining Company
Deloitte acted as the lead commercial and financial advisor to a large Australian mining company in assessing over 40 PPA tender responses for supplying up to 300MW of on grid mine site loads across NSW, QLD and South Australia.

Leading Real Estate Investment Fund
Deloitte undertook a comprehensive commercial and financial review of the client’s PPA proposal and identified critical gaps, risks and value adding opportunities. We utilised our patented Deloitte’s Electricity Market Model (DEMM) to analyse the all-in cost of energy supply.

Victorian Renewable Energy Auction Scheme (VREAS)
We provided commercial, financial and economic advice on the final design and implementation of the Victorian renewable energy auction scheme. This included advising on the treatment of LGCs, auction schedule and length of contracts with proponents.
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